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Abstract
On or about 18th May 2013, under the guidance and coordination of OPUS,
a Focused Listening Post aimed at providing a snapshot of the societal
dynamics of EU countries at May 2013, were held in nine different countries
in the EU (Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy (2 Reports), Lithuania,
Poland, Portugal, and UK). These were all reported in a similar format (see
“Britain and the World at the Dawn of 2003” in Organizational & Social
Dynamics, 3(1): 165–169), researched and analysed by the authors, to pro-
duce this EU Report.

The authors self-defined their task as follows. To research and analyse
the National Reports with a view to:
(a) Identify common themes arising within the ten Reports;
(b) Explore relationships between themes and to reduce these down to

major or dominant themes;
(c) Collate supporting information from the Reports for analysis of these

themes; and
(d) Formulate hypotheses arising there from.
For the sake of brevity this Report will only document the major interrelated
themes identified, followed by an analysis and hypotheses regarding each.

Key words: Listening Posts, global dynamics, EU societal dynamics, social
defences against anxiety.

IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN

In recent years and especially at this time there has been intense
interest in the current and future dynamics of the EU. Following the
OPUS aim to develop a deeper understanding of organisational and
societal processes and the way in which we relate to them it was con-
sidered to be helpful to encourage a focused EU Listening Post
Project that would enable colleagues throughout Europe (and else-
where) to gain a deeper understanding of the current dynamics that
will in turn help us to act with authority and responsibility in our
various roles. The focus was only on the EU and not society as a
whole but still followed the usual Listening Post Three Part Process.
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Although there are inevitable references to historical aspects of
the EU, the aim of this Project is to capture the current dynamics in
and regarding the EU. After many years of what may be seen as
unquestioning progress and against a background of loss and
change, members of EU societies are in a state of confusion, insecu-
rity, and uncertainty. A consequence is fears for the future security
and even the death of an EU as we know it. They now look at the EU
in a more critical manner and question the basic aims and purpose.
The current experience is one of confusion and ignorance: members
of EU societies report feeling alienated and disconnected. It all now
seems to be an illusion or phantasy. Bureaucracy is experienced as an
aim in itself and there is a lack of faith in, and anger, at EU leaders
and institutions.

The promise of a unified Europe is seen to have failed with the
Euro creating the very reverse of this aim by setting member states
against each other. Some, especially the young, see the benefits of a
borderless, single currency Union; but this is countered by the 
massive unemployment throughout the EU. Globalisation is seen to
have overtaken the aims of the EU and in many ways made the EU
redundant. Members of societies are concerned that the EU has lit-
tle impact on emerging nations with China and India negotiating
with member states rather than the EU. There is a strong feeling that
the EU “has not convinced the people about Europe or the Euro; the
Euro will break Europe in two pieces.” This experience is further
developed below in the first Analysis and Hypothesis—What is the
European Union today: is it a failed dream?

Following from the above, the alienation and distancing from the
decision-making process leads to feelings of members of EU soci-
eties being controlled by Brussels. Recent actions of the EU, such as
that of seizing money from banks, and installing non-elected lead-
ers leads to an experience of fear and alarm. There is a lack of belief
that a “one size fits all” is sustainable; and there is great anger over
the imposition of austerity measures and the lack of national control
of budgets. The lack of democracy evokes outrage, helplessness, 
and hatred. Leaders are seen as corrupt and unaccountable. For
member states that were recently part of an authoritarian regime 
the experience of being dictated to has a particular resonance. This
experience is further developed below in the second Analysis and
Hypothesis—Lack of Democracy.

The EU is not experienced by members of EU societies as having
created a common identity. Rather, members of nation states have
strong identities based on their nations. Social change is rapid
which for many means a loss of tradition, culture, and a way of life.
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The experience is a longing for stronger national identities and cul-
tures. The experience is that the EU is seen as promoting economic
market management as the main aim of the EU; while ignoring any
attempt to promote a European social identity or to support national
or regional identities. A sense of danger is raised that old differ-
ences and divisions are being brought to the surface, for example:
north/south, Catholic/Protestant. Trying to integrate nation states
with such historical differences of religion, politics, cultures, lang-
uage, and stereotypes of others is seen as just a wish. The contrary
seems to be the experience with immigrants being experienced as
enemies, beggars, unemployed, and outsiders. This experience is
further developed below in the third Analysis and Hypothesis—
Identity and Difference

AANNAALLYYSSIISS  AANNDD  HHYYPPOOTTHHEESSIISS  11::  
WWHHAATT  IISS  TTHHEE  EEUURROOPPEEAANN  UUNNIIOONN  TTOODDAAYY::  

IISS  IITT  AA  FFAAIILLEEDD  DDRREEAAMM??

Analysis 1
There is a theme of a dying/changing world and uncertainty for the
future. Members feel confused, insecure, threatened, and frightened
in the face of impending losses, both material and cultural, the
threads that bind us together. Members talked about a lack of know-
ledge and understanding about the contemporary purpose, function,
and working of the EU. At the same time, there is a strong sense of
a failed social contract (the EU in the mind); “the hopes and expec-
tation were so strong, it could be said they were illusions.”

Europe originated in a hope for peace after the Second World War:
to manage internal conflict (the invasion of one member state by
another) and to defend against external threat and invasion. How-
ever, this role seems to have been overtaken by complex market
management and bureaucracy. Members report feeling alienated
and disconnected from decision making, while at the same time
their lives are changing, in some cases beyond recognition.

The broader context of change is globalisation and world economic
crisis. At best the EU is seen as failing to protect member nations from
the impact of the crisis and at worst, EU leaders are seen as self-inter-
ested, corrupt, and content to allow their citizens to suffer while they
thrive; the new EU elite. The lack of faith in leaders and institutions
and anger at politicians was reported by many member nations.

The promise of a unified Europe is seen to have failed with mem-
bers feeling ever more set apart from each other. Members reported
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not feeling “European” and holding on instead to their national or
regional identities, a dynamic, which seemed partly fuelled by in-
security and members looking to their own resources to manage the
crisis; partly, the unintended consequences of EU policy, that is, pro-
moting the conditions which could unleash the dangers they tried to
protect against in the first instance. Some members talked about the
importance of tradition and culture for social cohesion, which is
being lost. Others talked about the rise of right wing nationalism.

EU membership feels generally tenuous. For some it is ambiva-
lence: do we want to remain part of the EU. For others, it is anxiety
about being thrown out. Members question how big the EU can
become (and why). Feelings about the Euro were mixed, either as
being unifying; or being the issue that will break Europe in two. One
member made the analogy of a couple having a baby to save a bad
marriage.

Some members still see the promise of the “open door” of a bor-
derless, single-currency Europe, especially for young people, who
have grown up with different expectations and aspirations. For some
this hope has been dashed with soaring youth unemployment. At
the same time, it might signify bigger global change. At the start of
industrialisation, young people left the countryside to find work in
the cities. Now, young people leave their birth-country to find work
across the globe. This is not just a European phenomenon, although
the EU has facilitated internal movement. The impact of this is
likely to be far-reaching with an impact on the identity of those who
leave and those who stay behind. In this respect, the EU debate
might be subsidiary to a bigger conversation about globalisation,
which affects all of us. This is reflected in the following extracts
from the National Reports:
Finland: Origins: create equality for all and wealth; easier shared
money, no borders; but there is a snake of inner polarisation. Reality:
tax paradise, beggars, grey economy, financial criminals, unemploy-
ment, youth riots, and outsiders; where is all the joy and the good.

Not enough knowledge of EU system and its targets; no idea
where going lost vision unclear solutions; trust fading; Ignorance
and difference; where is EU going? EU stuck; core task is financial
and a threat to national bonds and EU identity.

No interest in knowing what is happening in EU; people not
heard; a growing distance and separation; can we trust EU? How
long will we belong? Will they kick us out?
France: What is Europe? The hopes and expectation were so strong,
it could be said they were illusions; we don’t know what we are 
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discussing; EU only economics and technocratic; theoretical not
practical; hopes expectations high—unmet dependency; origin hope
of peace not been updated.

Should have been the solution to everything—now technocratic,
economic, and financial abuse; an illusion that nation states would
disappear and a common language adopted; those who benefitted
most now destitute; fear of breakup of EU.

EU very low involvement at Global level; in China and India the
EU is an empty shell and ridiculed.

Europe has no real identity; it is experienced as a distant, weak-
ened power; individuals are feeling less and less protected.

Germany: Not convinced the people about Europe and Euro; ques-
tions of membership and acceptance of EU; is the EU able to proceed
with integration?

The Euro will break EU in two pieces.

Ireland: Do we see ourselves as European? EU not a common home-
land; Europe cannot take us in; EU distant not accessible; fantasy of
EU; power and exclusion; union and division; strong countries
Germany and France.

EU give what do they want in reply? Trust and betrayal; not part
of the debate; the neoliberal agenda in Ireland has failed said one
member; Ireland is in the top ten for deprivation, a recent survey of
austerity driven European countries indicated that Ireland’s child
poverty has risen to 19.7%. Ireland is 6th in the OECD league table
of economic failure. The under twenty-fives have an unemployment
rate of 24%.

Italy Bologna: Experience one of confusion, dismay, disorientation,
and uncertainty; idea of EU lost in particular interests—economic
difficulties; distrust in institutions, no unity; not all going in one
direction; it is now more Germany than EU; lack of trust in repre-
sentatives; who inside—who outside? A cacophony of contradictory
and discordant voices; dependency created by promise of wonder-
land—an illusion; Europe object of idealism as opposed to Italy.

EU a broken promise economic exploitation of some by others;
exploitation resulted in a dependent position; crisis created aware-
ness; a fake economic union; EU exploited joining countries; the EU
system collapsed ten years ago because of globalisation; suddenly
Europe has become a threat, and the European countries are a source
of fear and phantoms.

Italy a false Europeanism—an uncritical stance; lack of Italian
mind-set re Europe; used patronage and graft to ensure Italian 
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interests; Italy a country of many frauds country that cheated most
on European money.

Italy Milan: Ambivalence; old institution, old idea, lost to
Globalisation; EU invisible institution; idea of federalism now seen
as weak and controversial; an illusion—common money as a drug or
anaesthetic to cover national historical conflicts and deep anthropo-
logical differences; the Euro is seen as a magical instrument for uni-
fication; an object of disdain as Italian.

There is collective pessimism; low expectations for the future; diffi-
cult to envisage a unified Europe; humiliation of southern countries.

Lithuania: Do not understand the benefits we will get, what disad-
vantages we might experience; we are in a big family but are in a
small corner of the house and live by ourselves; we were one of the
biggest and strongest countries in Europe in 14th century, but by
ages we lost.

Poland: What is the EU? Why does it exist? Has the EU bought us?
Fear EU buying us—goals unclear; what have we lost? They give
something now to take away later.

A growing sense of impending danger; EU so big it awakens fear,
negation, and strong desire to split; it is too big to feel citizens of
EU; events in other states apprehension as to future of EU; will the
EU abandon us—no trust; lost in Globalisation.

At the same time, we notice that the young generations, brought
up in the boundary-less world, have not problems in finding their
place in Europe; they are conscious that the world is all theirs and
that only sky is the limit; they are proud of themselves and of being
in the position of being able to do what they want.

Portugal: Historically a dependent nation, for years we let politi-
cians stay without questioning or supervision of the government;
government failing on all aspects of deficit control; we have been
brought up in an idyllic image of an idealised world.

We are fearful of being treated the same way as Cyprus and our
future seems more like Greece.

UK: Loss of the historical meaning of EU in managing conflict
between nations; EU formed to unite and avoid conflict; pretence of
unity.

Old is dying and will not survive; new uncertain; comparison
with old empires (latest Russia), result in reversal to old identities
and cultures.

Chinese do not negotiate with EU they do so with nation states.
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Hypothesis 1
After many years of unquestioning progress, when promises were
implied that the EU would be a panacea for all ills; and members of
EU societies adopted a near total dependency position, the current
economic crisis has exposed the weakness of the Euro causing mem-
bers to take a critical stance expressing their unmet dependency.
This has aroused strong feelings that they have been living an illu-
sion peddled by EU leaders and institutions. On taking back their
dependency, members of EU societies have become aware that they
are ignorant of many aspects of the EU, including basic issues such
as what the EU is today. A result is a lack of trust in EU leaders and
institutions. Members of EU societies are left with the questions: is
it an empty shell? Is it a failed dream?

AANNAALLYYSSIISS  AANNDD  HHYYPPOOTTHHEESSIISS  22::  
LLAACCKK  OOFF  DDEEMMOOCCRRAACCYY

Analysis 2
Member nations reported feeling controlled by Brussels and alien-
ated and distant from the decision making process. The purpose of
the EU is no longer clear to members; the dream of European unity
is lost to market management.

When the economy was successful and Europe was building, it
seemed to benefit all. Now, in economic crisis, loss and the lack of
control is unbearable. Members reported alarm at politicians allow-
ing banks to seize people’s money (Cyprus) and installing non-
elected leaders. Members do not believe “one size fits all” for
recovery and feel angry about the imposition of austerity measures
and the lack of control over national budgets. Old divides across the
olive line rise to the surface, breeding resentment on all sides.

The lack of democracy evokes outrage, helplessness, and hatred.
Mistrust in leadership is high and leaders are seen as corrupt and
unaccountable. The irony is that democracy is one of the defining
characteristics that unites Europe and differentiates us from other
continents. The creation of the EU without democratically elected
leadership seems like a dangerous anomaly. For member nations
who were previously taken over and ruled by Russia, the experience
of being dictated to has a particular historical resonance. This is
reflected in the following extracts from the National Reports:
Finland: Being heard; inner polarisations tensions on surface; in-
security hopelessness; we are not heard it is poor vs. wealthy; afraid
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of EU bureaucracy; trust fading; issues of commitment and separa-
tion; unpredicted and unexpected change; at a turning point; EU
machine moves on financial wheels; mood of vigilante justice.

Consider bureaucratic regions.
France: Lack of debate, crisis, and scepticism; need for national pop-
ulations to debate; people powerless, incompetent, unequipped;
lack of representation in EU; EU made by elites not man in the street;
feel dispossessed; citizens not involved in decision making.

The EU is seen as a distant weakened power; individuals less and
less protected; elites and top down process; passivity, no personal
commitment, castration.
Germany: Can EU continue with taking unanimous decisions with
twenty countries? Bureaucracy growing continuously and making
EU more inefficient; do we have more members or dismiss mem-
bers? What are the limits of membership (after Croatia)? Hungary
are they fit members to be retained because of human rights issues?
Ireland: Control by Brussels; we are not part of the debate; out of our
control; dehumanised by EU; intimacy and connectedness cut off;
desire to be looking on but yearning for connection.
Italy Bologna: Social bonds not held “one size fits all” not realistic;
distrust in relationships. There is an all-time low sense of civic duty;
EU no sense of collective identity—rather loss of collective identity.

This results in attempts to create local forms of representation;
explosion of violence, social fabric collapsing; need for social cohe-
sion urgent defensive community; anti-Europeanism and nationalist
politics; uncontrolled violence; distinction between politicians and
other leaders of society.
Italy Milan: Too much emphasis on financial not enough on cultural
integration; financial engineering—birth of Euro avoidance of dif-
ferences nations and cultures.
Lithuania: EU benefits farmers and others; happy receiving but we
are proud so devaluation of Lithuanian identity; Lithuania a small
new EU member. Different history to old Europe; corruption—bene-
fits from EU not distributed equally; old members new members.
Poland: There is a call for return to regions; afraid of the threat of
regions; I do not know where I am; movements to return to roots,
return to simplicity; searching for belonging as antidote to chaos.
Portugal: Impact of austerity every year getting worse, unemploy-
ment, criminality; corruption makes common person helpless.
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UK: Lack of democracy—the place of hate; UK desire to control own
destiny; fear of nationalism, far right; competition between member
states re trade; not wanting to follow German rule Merkel not
elected leader; Germany controversial; lack of democratically
elected leaders, technocratic leaders appointed; no taxation without
representation; lack of democracy provokes outrage. Current state
unsustainable.

Hypothesis 2
The introduction of the Euro, now seen as a ghastly and costly error
and experienced by members of EU societies as “a fake economic
union”, is seen to be symptomatic of the way that the EU has 
conducted its policy decision-making. Lack of debate, or even the
opportunity for debate, has made members of EU societies power-
less, incompetent, and unequipped and the experience is that the
man in the street is dispossessed; citizens are not involved in 
decision-making. The EU is run by and decisions are made by an
elite, regardless of the views of members of EU societies. A result is
massive disillusionment, and a strong desire to be involved in the
decision making process—for democratic processes Members of
societies taking up their authority raises hopes for a new future.

AANNAALLYYSSIISS  AANNDD  HHYYPPOOTTHHEESSIISS  33::  
IIDDEENNTTIITTYY  &&  DDIIFFFFEERREENNCCEE

Analysis 3
Identity and belonging is core to the human experience and psy-
chological well-being. Collective identity and belonging is the fab-
ric of social cohesion and stability, community well-being. Members
reported feeling insecure at both levels in the face of globalisation,
world economic crisis, and massive social upheaval. For some, the
crisis could be described as, “opportunity riding on a dangerous
wind”, for many the experience is one of threat and loss. The loss of
control over one’s own affairs evokes feelings of helplessness and
rage. In turn such insecurities result in a tightening grip on that
which is known and familiar. That which is known and familiar is
unstable; the double bind.

The matter is complex. Social change is rapid, which for many
means a loss of tradition, culture, and a way of life. Not all losses are
attributable to the EU, some arise from global development, for
example, technology-led means of relating. However, with its focus
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on economic market management, the EU was not seen as support-
ing or promoting national and regional identities in a way that might
better facilitate social integration and social cohesion. Although
some members previously dreamed of the “European passport”, the
EU was generally not seen as a common homeland and people did
not identify themselves as European.

Members seemed secure in trusting that the original purpose of the
EU in ensuring European nations do not go to war with each other
remains relevant and successful, possibly taken for granted. At the
same time, members are aware that old conflicts remain and influence
how people perceive and relate to each other. Old divisions are being
brought to the surface; North/South, Catholic/Protestant. Members
reported feeling insecure or ambivalent in their membership status.
Some were not clear if this was a healthy affiliation or another 
version of being taken over and run by another country.

People are on the move within Europe and across the globe, in
search of work and opportunity and as a result the world is chang-
ing. There is a clear divide between those on the move and those left
behind/those in rich economies and those in depression or poor
economies. There is a clear difference between old and young, the
latter having been brought up in a borderless Europe, but more 
significantly in a global culture where those who are motivated can
move around the globe to live and work. These are global not just
European phenomena but members are not clear on what role the
EU has in representing their interests. This is reflected in the fol-
lowing extracts from the National Reports:

Finland: Give up values, take responsibility for decisions and
actions; defence of values not heard by EU; Finnish identity is
stronger.

Threat to individual and national identity; feelings of guilt north
taking care of selves south cheats; enemies who threaten our iden-
tity; immigrants, beggars, unemployed; outsiders increasing; eco-
nomic problem bitterness and violence against foreigners; should
not be in Finland.

France: Europe no real identity; loss of sovereignty and national
budgets; an EU of regions not nations; tension between communi-
ties—language, culture, linguistics; different languages and culture.

Nation states threatened.

Germany: Is there respect for national identities?
National values and differences; greater differences between

countries than is obvious; huge economic gap between countries.
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Ireland: National being lost wanting to maintain; the desire and
resistance to having an identity; struggle for human contact.

Nation being lost wanting to maintain identity; the desire and
resistance to have an identity; national differences; national histo-
ries; religion; politics; cultures; languages; stereotypes.
Italy Bologna: Europe economic and finance or cultural identity; EU
threatening and unreliable.

No common identity—great difference; lack of social cohesion;
collapse of society.
Italy Milan: Lack of policies to build European national identity—
too much stress on economics and market; Italian identity chal-
lenged—cultural clashes.

North vs. south; distrust between Protestants and Catholics.
Lithuania: We do not feel any commonality with our neighbours or
with rest of EU; we are not interested in them or they in us.

Pride in UK and their ability to take independent approach—they
can leave; we could not do this even if we wanted to we are small
and not powerful.

As new members we do not feel part of circle mentality.
Poland: Fear loss of independence; searching for identity; we strug-
gle to construct our identity; loss of culture and identity.

Appreciate no frontiers; how to find a safe place in the EU; we feel
there must be more than just money, it is about identity belonging
and preserving self; afraid of the threats of Regions.
Portugal: Promises of other countries now seem broken raises our
fears as to the future.
UK: Loss of border control, identity, and belonging; what does
nationhood mean now? Culture, identity, values, and community are
important; immigration madness; need for identity and belonging.

Past differences are still alive; EU does not consider cultural or
ethnic differences; problems with Cyprus, Portugal, Ireland, Italy,
Greece, and Spain; Greece does not play by rules.

Hypothesis 3
Perhaps the greatest illusion has been around the notion that the EU
could produce a single language, common identity for the whole 
of the EU. Trying to integrate nation states that have their own his-
torical and anthropological experiences; their religious, cultural,
political, and linguistic differences, was a wish that denied the 
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common human experience of strong attachment to a national iden-
tity and culture. While in a state of dependency in relation to the 
EU, member states had no reason to consider the impact on their
national identities, things basically continued as they always had
done with occasional interference from the EU. However, the current
austerity measures imposed on nation states has raised the issue of
national identity to a high level. A result is a strengthening of
national identities and an opportunity for far right parties to play on
the fears of members of EU societies. A result is that differences
become significant and the “other” is experienced as a threat and
danger. Conflict and violence is now present in many EU societies.
Members reported little faith that the EU understood or was able to
address the psychological and social experience of its members.
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PPUUBBLLIICCAATTIIOONN  OOFF  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  RREEPPOORRTTSS

It is appreciated that readers may be interested in having access to
the full National Reports. These have been published on the OPUS
Web Site at www.opus.org.uk where they can be found under
Listening Posts.

CCOONNCCLLUUDDIINNGG  RREEMMAARRKKSS

It would appear that for many years the EU has been experienced as
a benign institution that could be relied upon for doing something
that was vaguely valuable for Europe and its citizens. Implied aims
of prevention of wars and conflict between members; freedom of
movement throughout the EU, and strong support for human rela-
tions; all acted to seduce members of societies in the EU to take a
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dependent position, unquestioning the activities of EU institutions
and leaders.

The economic crisis and the subsequent problems of the Euro
resulted in members of societies taking a critical stance; first, by
becoming angry as a result of the experience of failed dependency;
and latterly beginning to take their own authority to question the
lack of democracy and understand their own failings in this process.
They are now able to question the lack of democracy and the effects
on national identities; and perhaps to demand participation in the
process of decision-making.

Can the EU survive? Is it all a fanciful dream? Who can tell? What
does seem clear, however, is that whatever happens will be guided
by a strong desire by members of societies to be part of the democ-
ratic decision-making. The illusion has been exposed; the reign of a
small elite in determining people’s futures has been exposed; it is
anticipated that people power will play a large and important part
in future developments; perhaps together with a more significant
role for nation states—the natural and historic location for the demo-
cratic process.
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